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Course Description

This elective course examines international organizations, with emphasis on institutions that govern coun-
tries’ international economic policies and that affect international economic flows. We will study the Bretton
Woods institutions (the GATT/WTO, the IMF, the World Bank) in-depth, along with regional economic
arrangements (the EU), the system of bilateral investment treaties (BITs), and international financial reg-
ulatory bodies (such as the BCBS, the FSB, and the FSF). Students learn about international economic
dilemmas that arise within an anarchic international system and arrangements among countries to mitigate
and govern such issues. Students will study how power and political processes work within and outside of in-
ternational institutional arrangements. At the end of the course, students will be able to read current events
and hypothesize multiple ways in which international economic organizations shape real-world international
relations.

Students develop transferable, professional skills while engaging with the above theoretical and substantive
topics. Course assignments challenge students to apply theoretical concepts to current events, and increase
student proficiency in business writing, verbal communication of complex ideas, and the creation of effec-
tive visuals (charts/graphs/figures) to organize and present information as a basis for policy analysis and
evaluation. At the end of the course, students will have developed deeper proficiency in how to effectively
communicate complex topics in simple, clear language in both written and presentation formats.

Assignments

The following components and associated weights will determine each student’s final course grade:

20%: Group presentations (two at 10% apiece)
30%: Individual project and presentations

Part 1: Select and introduce an economic institution (5% memo; 5% presentation)
Part 2: Applying course topics to the selected institution (10% presentation; 10% memo)

20%: In-class professionalism and contribution
30%: Final exam (to take place on Tuesday, April 25 at 3pm)
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Details of each component:

• 20%: Group presentations (two at 10% apiece):

– In-class sign-ups during week 3 (January 17)

– You will select two among the following four presentations:

∗ Week 4, What is the European Union (EU)?

∗ Week 5, Degree of EU and Eurozone legalization.

∗ Week 6, EU as public or private good for member states.

∗ Week 7, The UK as an EU and non-EU member.

– Submission: Please submit via Courseweb no later than 2pm on the presentation date.

– Assignment objectives:

∗ Practice working in small groups.

∗ Practice creating and delivering effective presentations. Should apply best practice insights from
Schwabish (2014), Bourne (2007), Slantchev (2012); use assertive titles; etc.

∗ Apply theoretical frameworks (from readings) to empirical applications (the EU).

– Grading matrix for each presentation (10% total possible):
4%: Effective and professional slides. (Full credit for slides that use assertive titles, direct

the audience’s attention, and whose visuals utilize Schwabish (2014) principles.)
3%: High-quality and insightful substance; effectively applies course theoretical concepts

to an empirical application.
3%: Clear, coherent narrative. (Full credit if audience might likely remember key points

one week following the presentation.)

• 30%: Individual project memos and presentations:

– In-class sign-ups during week 3 (January 17)

∗ Memo I and presentation I:
Memo I due week 7; Presentation I in-class during week 8, or
Memo I due week 8; Presentation I in-class during week 9

∗ Presentation II and Memo II:
Presentation II in-class during week 11; Memo II due week 12, or
Presentation II in-class during week 12; Memo II due week 13, or
Presentation II in-class during week 13; Memo II due week 14

– You should select an international economic organization other than the Bretton Woods institutions
(GATT/WTO, IMF, World Bank), and other than the EU and the Eurozone.

– Assignment objectives:

∗ Practice creating professional-grade reports, visuals and presentations.
- Memos should use clear, concise language and high-quality citations with professional

documentation within footnotes and/or bibliography.
- Visuals should incorporate insights from Schwabish (2014);

- In memos, visuals should clearly communicate an important take-away point
within a descriptive caption;

- In presentations, visuals should make a clear take-away point, and should be
clearly explained to the audience.

- Presentations should apply best practice insights from Schwabish (2014), Bourne (2007),
Slantchev (2012); use assertive titles; etc.

∗ Practice delivering presentations.
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– Memo I and Presentation I: Introduction to the organization.
(What is the organization? What actors compose its membership? What are key historic moments?)

∗ Memo I: Due the week prior to presentation I.
Guidelines: 2 double-spaced text pages (max), plus original visuals (at least 2).
Submission: Please submit a hard copy at the start of class and upload to Courseweb.
Grading matrix:

2.5%: High-quality information, presented in a professional and polished manner, including
professional bibliography

2.5%: High-quality, original visuals (at least 2), with descriptive captions that articulate a
clear and important take-away point for each visual.

∗ Presentation I: Due the week after memo I submission.
Guidelines: 3-minutes maximum.
Submission: please submit via Courseweb no later than 2pm on presentation date.
Grading matrix:

3%: Clear, coherent narrative. (Full credit if audience might likely remember key points one
week following the presentation.)

2%: Effective and professional slides. (Full credit for slides that use assertive titles, direct
the audience’s attention, and whose visuals utilize Schwabish (2014) principles.)

– Presentation II and Memo II: How theory applies to the organization.
(What course themes are most relevant to the selected organziation? Apply course frameworks to
help explain / make sense of some important aspect(s) of your selected organization.)

∗ Presentation II: Due the week prior to memo II.
Guidelines: 5-minutes maximum.
Submission: Please submit via Courseweb no later than 2pm on presentation date.
Grading matrix:

2%: Clear, coherent narrative. (Full credit if audience might likely
remember key points one week following the presentation.)

5%: Effective and professional slides. (Full credit for slides that use assertive titles, direct
the audience’s attention, and whose visuals utilize Schwabish (2014) principles.)

3%: Substantive depth. (Full credit for accurate and insightful application of course topics
to selected institution.)

∗ Memo II: Due the week after presentation II.
Guidelines: 5 double-spaced text pages (max), plus original visuals (at least 2, may re-use or

revise visuals used in Memo I).
Submission: Please submit a hard copy at the start of class and upload to Courseweb.
Grading matrix:

3%: High-quality information, presented in a professional and polished manner, including
professional bibliography

4%: High-quality, original visuals (at least 2), with descriptive captions that articulate a
clear and important take-away point for each visual.

3%: High-quality and insightful substantive analysis.

• 20%: In-class professionalism and contribution:

– Student discussion is an essential component of learning and idea generation in this class that includes
both lecture and seminar components. It is the professor’s philosophy that class members learn from
one another and contribute to each other’s understanding of course materials and their applications.
Each student should is expected to (1) attend class, and (2) be thoroughly prepared to discuss
readings.

– More tangibly, students should view each class session as a planned meeting where each student is
an expected attendee and contributor. For this reason, (i) if a student cannot attend a given class
meeting – for planned or unexpected reasons – it is professional to inform the meeting organizer (the
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professor), and, (ii) multiple or excessive absences may lead to course penalty on this grade, as it
limits a student’s ability to contribute to the collective work of the class.

– Attendance and contribution are graded each week; students may request their in-class professionalism
and discussion contribution grade from the professor at any point during the semester.

• 30%: Final exam

– A final exam will be administered as an opportunity for students to reflect upon the entire course
contents.

– The final will occur during final exam week at regular class time: Tuesday, April 25, 3-5:50pm.

Final Course Letter Grades

GSPIAs grading policy is based on the premise that work at the graduate level is fundamentally different
from that at undergraduate institutions. Expectations regarding student performance will be higher.

• “A” range grades signify an exceptional level of achievement. The student displays a superb command
of the subject matter and can creatively apply it at many different levels.

• “B” range grades indicate a good but not outstanding level of achievement. The student demonstrates
a decent grasp of the material and the ability to apply at several, but not all, levels.

• Grades in the “C” range are an indication of below satisfactory performance at the graduate level,
with marks of “C-” and below not counted toward a students degree requirements. Students receiving
grades of “C+” or lower on early assignments are urged to meet with the instructor at the earliest
opportunity to identify potential problems and develop strategies for improvement.

Your grade reflects the accumulation of work you do throughout the semester. If you aspire for a specific
course grade, work with the professor on an ongoing basis to receive feedback and resources so that you
complete work at that reflects the grade you would like. All students will be graded as described as described
above. Generally, to receive an “A” or “A+” grade generally requires the submission of excellent written
work during the semester as well as the demonstration of highest levels of proficiency of course material
during the final exam; an “A-” grade generally signifies exceptional work on one or the other component, or
consistently high-quality work along the range of grade components.
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University Polices

The professor will adhere to all university policies not specifically addressed within this syllabus. The fol-
lowing policies are emphasized.

1. Cheating and Plagiarism. Plagiarism is “the unauthorized us or close imitation of the language
and thoughts of another author and the representation of them as one’s own original work.” It is a
serious violation of academic ethics. Please note that I adhere strictly to the school policy on plagia-
rism. Any work found to have plagiarized material will automatically receive a failing grade, and may
result in a failing grade for the class. Take the time to familiarize yourself with the rules of citation
and with GSPIA’s policy (found in Appendix A of the online GSPIA Handbook of Academic Policies
and Procedures). If you have any questions on how to cite sources correctly, please ask the professor
directly. Unless clearly specified (for instance, group presentations), you are expected to complete all
assignments individually.

2. Disability Statement. If you have a disability for which you are or may be requesting and accom-
modation, you are encouraged to contact both your instructor and Disability Resources and Services
(DRS), 140 William Pitt Union, (412) 648-7890, drrecep@pitt.edu, ((412)228-5347 for P3 ASL users),
as early as possible in the term. DRS will verify your disability and determine reasonable accommoda-
tions for this course.

Best Practice Resources – Visuals, Presentations, Citations

Assignments on this class will build transferable skills. In particular, students learn to: create effective,
original visuals: create effective presentation slides and effectively deliver presentation slides to an audience;
and, use high-quality information sources that are professionally documented in a reference list.

Below are best practice reference documents; we will discuss these resources in class and students are ex-
pected to incorporate the best practices from these works into their own memos, presentations, and visuals.

Creating effective visuals

• Jonathan A. Schwabish. An economist’s guide to visualizing data. Journal of Economic Perspectives,
28(1):209–234, 2014

Creating and delivering effective presentations

• Philip E. Bourne. Ten simple rules for making good oral presentations. PLoS Computational Biology,
3(4):593–594, 2007

• Dlugan, Andrew, 2012. ‘Slide Title Guidelines: Use Assertions, Not Topics.” November 27.
Available online at: http://sixminutes.dlugan.com/assertion-evidence-design-presentation-slides/

• Slantchev, Branislav L., 2012. “Talk on Talks.” December 2.
Available online: http://slantchev.ucsd.edu/edu/talks/

High-quality sources (Davis) and professional bibliography

• Davis, Wynne, 2016. “Fake or Real? How to Self-Check the News and Get the Facts.” December 5.
Available online: http://www.npr.org/sections/alltechconsidered/2016/12/05/503581220/

• “Writing a Bibliography: APA Format.” Available online:
http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/project apa format examples.shtml

(NOTE: pay special attention to reference order and content to cite articles and websites.)
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Class Schedule

“Readings” are the basis of in-class lecture and discussion and should be thoroughly read and reflected upon
before arriving in class. All Readings that support the lecture are posted on electronic reserves available
from the course website. There are no required texts to purchase.

“Additional resources” highlight classic and contemporary scholarship that complements in-class readings.
These are intended to be useful references for enrolled Ph.D. students, who should note that: (1) these are
starting points rather than comprehensive lists of large literatures, and, (2) while this course focuses on
formal governance of international political economy (IPE) flows, comprehensive exam preparation requires
complementary knowledge of scholarship that analyzes IPE outside of formal governance structures (such
as globalization and interdependent economic policy-making). Ph.D. students are welcome to work with the
professor to create a reading and study strategy.

Week 1, January 3: NO CLASS

Spring 2017 classes begin Jan 4

January 6 (Friday), 2:30-4:00pm: First course meeting!

NOTE SPECIAL DAY / TIME

In class:

• Syllabus review

• Lecture: What are the Bretton Woods institutions? Historical and present-day contexts.

Readings:

1. G. John Ikenberry. After Victory: Institutions, Strategic Restraint, and the Rebuilding of Order After
Major Wars. Princeton University Press, Princeton, 2001

– EXCERPT: Chapter 6, The Settlement of 1945, 163–214

2. Daniel W. Drezner. The system worked: Global economic governance during the great recession. World
Politics, 66(1):123–164, 2014

3. Jacob J. Lew. America and the global economy: The case for u.s. leadership. Foreign Affairs, 95(3),
2016

• Best practice writing and presentation resources:

– See full resource list under “Best Practice - Visuals, Presentations, Citations” in above syllabus section

– Closely read Schwabish (2014)
Jonathan A. Schwabish. An economist’s guide to visualizing data. Journal of Economic Perspectives,
28(1):209–234, 2014

Week 2, January 10: NO CLASS
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Week 3, January 17

In class:

• Group presentation sign-ups

• Lecture: What are the Bretton Woods institutions? Theoretical and empirical contexts.

Readings:

1. Robert D. Putnam. Diplomacy and domestic politics: the logic of two-level games. International
Organization, 42(3):427–460, June 1988

2. Lisa L. Martin and Beth A. Simmons. Theories and empirical studies of international institutions.
International Organization, 52(4):729–757, 1998

3. International Monetary Fund (IMF) 2015 Annual Report

– EXCERPT: About the IMF, 4

– EXCERPT: Part 2, What We Do: The “Big Three”, pp. 23-61 (skim)

4. Axel Dreher. Imf conditionality: Theory and evidence. Public Choice, 141(1-2):233–267, 2009

5. World Trade Organization (WTO) 2016 Annual Report

– EXCERPT: Understanding the WTO; History of the WTO, pp.4-7

– EXCERPT: Membership, pp.22-29 (light skim)

– EXCERPT: Trade Negotiations, pp.30–47 (light skim)

– EXCERPT: Dispute settlement, pp.100–115 (skim)

– EXCERPT: Secretariat and budget, pp.166–177 (skim)

– EXCERPT: How the WTO is structured, p.178

6. Richard Steinberg. In the shadow of law or power? consensus-based bargaining and outcomes in the
gatt/wto. International Organization, 56(2):339–374, 2002

Week 4, January 24

In class:

• Group presentation: What is the European Union (EU)? (Provide an introduction to the EU’s members
and history, and important political and economic moments.)

• Lecture: Various forms and purpose of legalization
Readings:

1. Kenneth W. Abbott, Robert O. Keohane, Andrew Moravcsik, and Anne-Marie Slaughter. The concept
of legalization. International Organization, 54(3):401–419, Summer 2000

2. Kenneth W. Abbott and Duncan Snidal. Why states act through formal international organizations.
Journal of Conflict Resolution, 42(1):3–32, February 1998

3. Emilie M. Hafner-Burton. Trading human rights: How preferential trade agreements influence govern-
ment repression. International Organization, 59(3):593–629, 2005

4. Andreas Duer, Leonardo Baccini, and Manfred Elsig. The design of international trade agreements:
Introducing a new dataset. Review of International Organizations, 9(3):353–375, 2014

(week 4 continued on next page)
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Week 4, January 24 (cont.)

Additional resources, re: background frameworks, re: international versus domestic EVs and DVs

• Stephen D. Krasner. State power and the structure of international trade. World Politics, 28(3):317–
347, 1976

• Peter Gourevitch. The second image reversed: The international sources of domestic politics. Interna-
tional Organization, 32(4):881–912, Autumn 1978

• Stephen D. Krasner. Structural causes and regime consequences: Regimes as intervening variables.
International Organization, 36(2):185–205, 1983

• David A. Lake. Open economy politics: A critical review. Review of International Organizations,
4(3):219–244, 2009

• Thomas Oatley. The reductionist gamble: Open economy politics in the global economy. International
Organization, 65(2):311–341, 2011

• Stephen Chaudoin, Helen V. Milner, and Xun Pang. International systems and domestic politics: Link-
ing complex interactions with empirical models in international relations. International Organization,
69(2):275–309, 2015

Week 5, January 31

In class:

• Group presentation: How should we understand the EU as a legal arrangement? (In particular, apply
Abbott et al (2000) and Abbott and Snidal (1998) frameworks to the EU and to the Eurozone.)

• Lecture: Demand for institutions and rational design
Readings:

1. Duncan Snidal. Coordination versus priprison’ dilemma: Implications for international cooperation and
regimes. American Political Science Review, 79(4):923–942, 1985

2. Barbara Koremenos, Charles Lipson, and Duncan Snidal. The rational design of international institu-
tions. International Organization, 55(4):761–799, Autumn 2001

3. Ethan B. Kapstein. Resolving the regulator’s dilemma: International coordination of banking regula-
tions. International Organization, 43(2):323–347, Spring 1989

4. Thomas Oatley and Robert Nabors. Redistributive cooperation: Market failure, wealth transfers, and
the basle accord. International Organization, 52(1):35–54, 1998

Additional resources, re: demand for, and design logic of, international institutions

• Arthur Stein. Coordination and collaboration: Regimes in an anarchic world. International Organiza-
tion, 36(2):299–324, 1982

• Robert O. Keohane. The demand for international regimes. International Organization, 36(2):325–355,
1982

• Robert O. Keohane. After Hegemony: Cooperation and Discord in the World Political Economy. Prince-
ton University Press, Princeton, 1984

• John J. Mearsheimer. The false promise of international institutions. International Security, 19(3):5–49,
1994

• Miles Kahler. Legaliation as strategy: The asia-pacific case. International Organization, 54(3):549–571,
Summer 2000

• B. Peter Rosendorff and Helen V. Milner. The optimal design of international trade institutions:
Uncertainty and escape. International Organization, 55(4):829–857, 2001

• Christina L. Davis. International institutions and issue linkage: Building support for agricultural trade
liberalization. American Political Science Review, 98(1):153–169, February 2004
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Week 6, February 7

In class:

• Group presentation: Does the European Union mainly provide: public goods to all member states (e.g.
Kapstein 1989) or private benefits to powerful member countries (e.g. Oatley and Nabors 1998)?

• Lecture: How powerful states use institutions
Readings:

1. Stephen D. Krasner. Global communications and national power: Life on the pareto frontier. World
Politics, 43:336–366, 1991

2. Beth A. Simmons. The international politics of harmonization: The case of capital market regulation.
International Organization, 55(3):589–620, Summer 2001

3. Elliot Posner. Making rules for global finance: Transatlantic regulatory cooperation at the turn of the
millennium. International Organization, 63(4):665–699, October 2009

4. Daniel W. Drezner. All Politics is Global: Explaining International Regulatory Regimes. Princeton
University Press, Princeton, NJ, 2007

– EXCERPT: Chapter 3, A Typology of Governance Processes, p.63–90

– EXCERPT: Chapter 5, Club Standards and International Finances, p.119–148

Additional resources, re: organizational evolution and alternatives

• Lloyd Gruber. Ruling the World: Power Politics and the Rise of Supranational Institutions. Princeton
University Press, Princeton, 2000

• Karen J. Alter and Sophie Meunier. The politics of international regime complexity. Perspectives on
Politics, 7(1):13–24, 2009

• Abraham L. Newman and David Bach. The european union as hardening agent: Soft law and the
diffusion of global financial regulation. Journal of European Public Policy, 21(3):430–452, 2014

• Phillip Y. Lipscy. Explaining institutional change: Policy areas, outside options, and the bretton woods
institutions. American Journal of Political Science, 59(2):341–356, 2015

Week 7, February 14

In class:

• Group presentation: The UK’s Brexit Decision (What is “Brexit”? From a theoretical standpoint, what
are the pros and cons of the UK being an EU member or non-member (apply Posner 2009; Drezner 2007;
and Krasner 1991)? What empirical arguments motivated UK citizens to vote for exit?)

• Lecture: Compliance versus effectiveness; and, the role of “two levels”
Readings:

1. George W. Downs, David M. Rocke, and Peter N. Barsoom. Is the good news about compliance good
news about cooperation? International Organization, 50(3):379–406, Summer 1996

2. Robert D. Putnam. Diplomacy and domestic politics: the logic of two-level games. International
Organization, 42(3):427–460, June 1988

3. Christina L. Davis. Why Adjudicate? Enforcing Trade Rules in the WTO. Princeton University Press,
2012

– EXCERPT: Chapter 4, The Litigious State: U.S. Trade Policy, pp.102–184

(week 7 continued on next page)
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Week 7, February 14 (cont.)

Additional resources, re: explaining variation in compliance levels:

• Abram Chayes and Antonia Hander Chayes. On compliance. International Organization, 47(2):175–205,
1993

• Xinyuan Dai. Why comply? the domestic constitutency mechanism. International Organization,
59(2):363–398, 2005

• Andrew Walter. Governing Finance: East Asia’s Adoption of International Standards. Cornell Univer-
sity Press, Ithaca, 2008

Additional resources, re: two-level games and negotiating institutional establishment:

• Judith Goldstein. International law and domestic institutions: Reconreconciling american “unfair”
trade laws. International Organization, 50(4):541–564, 1996

• Helen V. Milner. Interests, Institutions, and Information: Domestic Politics and International Rela-
tions. Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1997

• Andrew Moravcsik. The Choice for Europe: Social Purpose and State Power from Messina to Maas-
tricht. Cornell University Press, Ithaca, NY, 1998

Week 8, February 21

In class:

• Individual presentations - introduce selected institution

• Lecture: Joining institutions
Readings:

1. James D. Fearon. Bargaining, enforcement, and international cooperation. International Organization,
52(2):269–305, Spring 1998

2. Todd L. Allee and Jamie E. Scalera. The divergent effects of joining international organizations: Trade
gains and the rigors of wto accession. International Organization, 66(2):243–276, 2012

3. Prema-Changra Athukorala and Sisira Jayasuriya. Food safety issues, trade and wto rules: A developing
country perspective. The World Economy, 26(9):1395–1416, 2003

4. Karen Halverson Cross. China’s wto accession: Economic, legal, and political implications. Boston
College International and Comparative Law Review, 27(2):319–370, 2004

Additional resources, re: trade effects of the GATT/WTO:

• Andrew K. Rose. Do we really know that the wto increases trade? The American Economic Review,
94(1):98–114, 2004

• Michael Tomz, Judith Goldstein, and Douglas Rivers. Do we really know that the wto increases trade?
comment. The American Economic Review, 97(5):2005–2018, December 2007

• Judith L. Goldstein, Douglas Rivers, and Michael Tomz. Institutions in international relations: Under-
standing the effects of the gatt and the wto on world trade. International Organization, 61(1):37–67,
2007

• Joanne Gowa and Soo Yeon Kim. An exlusive country club: The effects of the gatt on trade, 1950-94.
World Politics, 57(4):453–478, July 2005

• Allison Carnegie. States held hostage: Political hold-up problems and the effects of international insti-
tutions. American Political Science Review, 108(1):54–70, 2014

• Stephen Chaudoin, Jeffrey Kucik, and Krzysztof Pelc. Do wto disputes actually increase trade? Inter-
national Studies Quarterly, 60(2):294–306, 2016
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Week 9, February 28

In class:

• Individual presentations - introduce selected institution

• Lecture: When institutions and domestic politics clash
Readings:

1. Robert Hunter Wade. What strategies are viable for developing countries today? the world trade
organization and the shrinking of ‘development space’. Review of International Political Economy,
10(4):621–644, 2003

2. Kenneth C. Shadlen. Exchanging development for market access? deep integration and industrial policy
under multilateral and regional-bilateral trade agreements. Review of International Political Economy,
12(5):750–775, 2005

3. Edward D. Mansfield and Eric Reinhardt. Multilateral determinants of regionalism: The effects of
gatt/wto on the formation of preferential trading arrangements. International Organization, 57(4):829–
862, 2003

4. Daniel Y. Kono. Optimal obfuscation: Democracy and trade policy transparency. American Political
Science Review, 100(3):369–384, 2006

5. Douglas A. Irwin. The truth about trade: What critics get wrong about the global economy. Foreign
Affairs, 95(4), 2016

Additional resources, re: domestic politics and policy selection

• Joanne Gowa. Public goods and political institutions: Trade and monetary policy processes in the
united states. International Organization, 42(1):15–32, December 1988

• J. Lawrence Broz, Maya J. Duru, and Jeffry A. Frieden. Policy responses to balance of payment crises.
Open Economy Review, 27(2):207–227, 2016

Additional resources, re: preferential trade agreements

• Anne O. Krueger. Are preferential trading arrangements trade-liberalizing or protectionist? Journal of
Economic Perspectives, 13(4):105–124, 1999

• Mark S. Manger. Investing in Protection: The Politics of Preferential Trade Agreements. Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, 2009

• Edward D. Mansfield and Helen V. Milner. Votes, Vetoes, and the Political Economy of International
Trade Agreements. Princeton University Press, Princeton, 2012

Week 10, March 7

NO CLASS MEETING - SPRING BREAK
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Week 11, March 14

In class:

• Individual presentations - analysis of selected institution

• Lecture: Principal-agent theory
Readings:

1. Darren G. Hawkins, David A. Lake, Daniel L. Nielson, and Michael J. Tierney, editors. Delegation and
Agency in International Organanizations. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2006

– EXCERPT: Chapter 1, Delegation Under Anarchy: States, International Organizations, and Principal-
Agent Theory, pp.3–39

2. Daniel L. Nielson and Michael J. Tierney. Delegation to international organizations: Agency theory and
world bank environmental reform. International Organization, 57(2):241–276, 2003

3. Mark Copelovitch. Master or servant? common agency and the political economy of imf lending. Inter-
national Studies Quarterly, 54(1):49–77, 2010

Additional resources, re: principal-agent theory applied to finance:

• David Andrew Singer. Capital rules: The domestic politics of international regulatory harmonization.
International Organization, 58(3):531–565, 2004

Week 12, March 21

In class:

• Individual presentations - analysis of selected institution

• Lecture: Wielding state power within an institution
Readings:

1. Randall W. Stone. Controlling Institutions: International Organizations and the Global Economy. Cam-
bridge University Press, Cambridge, UK, 2011

– EXCERPT: Chapter 1, Introduction: International Organizations and US Power, pp.1–8

– EXCERPT: Chapter 4, Informal Governance in the IMF, pp.51–79

– EXCERPT: Chapter 5, The World Trade Organization, pp.80–103

2. Geoffrey Garrett. G2 in g20: China, the united states and the world after the global financial crisis.
Global Politics, 1(1):29–39, 2010

Additional resources, re: bureaucrats’ effects on international organizations:

• Michael N. Barnett and Martha Finnemore. The politics, power, and pathologies of international
organizations. International Organization, 53(4):699–732, 1999

• Tana Johnson. Institutional design and bureaucrats: Impact on political control. Journal of Politics,
75(1):183–197, 2013
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Week 13, March 28

In class:

• Individual presentations - analysis of selected institution

• Lecture: Reputation and institutions
Readings:

1. Julia Gray. The Company States Keep: International Economic Organizations and Investor Perceptions.
Cambridge University Press, New York, NY, 2013

– EXCERPT: Chapter 1, Introduction: The Company You Keep, pp.1–15

– (skim) EXCERPT: Chapter 5, When Emerging Markets Join Up With Bad Company, pp.124–161

2. Charles Lipson. Why are some agreements informal? International Organization, 4(4):495–538, 1991

3. (skim) Beth A. Simmons. International law and state behavior: Commitment and compliance in inter-
national monetary affairs. American Political Science Review, 94(4):819–835, December 2000

Additional resources, re: Simmons/Von Stein debate:

• Jana Von Stein. Do treaties constrain or screen? selection bias and treaty compliance. American
Political Science Review, 99(4):611–622, 2005

• Beth A. Simmons and Daniel J. Hopkins. The constraining power of international treaties: Theory and
methods. American Political Science Review, 99(4):623–631, 2005

Additional resources, re: market-based policy constraints

• David M. Andrews. Capital mobility and state autonomy: Toward a structural theory of international
monetary relations. International Studies Quarterly, 38(2):193–218, 1994

• Geoffrey Garrett. Global markets and national politics: Collision course or virtuous circle? International
Organization, 52(4):787–824, October 1998

• Layna Mosley. Global Capital and National Governments. Cambridge University Press, New York,
2003

• Beth A. Simmons and Zachary Elkins. The globalization of liberalization: Policy diffusion in the
international political economy. American Political Science Review, 98(1):171–189, 2004

• Sarah M. Brooks, Raphael Cunha, and Layna Mosley. Categories, creditworthiness, and contagion:
How investors’ shortcuts affect sovereign debt markets. International Studies Quarterly, 59:587–601,
2015

Week 14, April 4

In class:

• Lecture: Regulatory networks
Readings:

1. Anne-Marie Slaughter. The real new world order. Foreign Affairs, 76(5):183–197, 1997

2. Chris Brummer. How international financial law works (and how it doesn’t). The Georgetown Law
Journal, 99(2):257–327, 2011

– EXCERPT: read pp.257–265 only

3. Paul Blustein. How global watchdogs missed a world of trouble. Papers 5, CIGI, January 2012

4. Eric Helleiner. The Status Quo Crisis: Global Financial Governance After the 2008 Meltdown. Oxford
University Press, Oxford, 2014

– EXCERPT: Chapter 1, Introduction and Overview, pp.1–24

(week 14 continued on next page)
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Week 14, April 4 (cont.)

Additional resources, re: global financial governance:

• Rawi Abdelal. Capital Rules: The Construction of Global Finance. Harvard University Press, Cam-
bridge, 2007

• Andrew Baker. Restraining regulatory capture? anglo-america, crisis politics and trajectories of change
in global financial governance. International Affairs, 86(3):647–663, 2010

• Eric Helleiner and Stefano Pagliari. The end of an era in international financial regulation? a postcrisis
research agenda. International Organization, 65(1):169–200, 2011

• Jeffry Frieden. The governance of international finance. Annual Review of Political Science, 19:33–48,
2016

• Meredith Wilf. Credibility and distributional effects of international banking regulations: Evidence
from us bank stock returns. International Organization, 70(4):763–796, 2016

Week 15, April 11

In class:

• Lecture: Governing foreign direct investment (FDI)
Readings:

1. Miles Kahler and David Lake. Economic integration and global governance: Why so little supranation-
alism. In Walter Mattli and Ngaire Woods, editors, The Politics of Global Regulation, chapter 8, pages
242–275. Princeton University Press, Princeton, 2009

2. Shah Tarzi. Third world governments and multinational corporations: Dynamics of host’s bargaining
power. In Jeffry Frieden and David A. Lake, editors, International Political Economy: Perspectives on
Global Power and Wealth, chapter 10, pages 156–166. Routledge, London, 4 edition, 2002

3. Todd Allee and Clint Peinhardt. Evaluating three explanations for the design of bilateral investment
treaties. World Politics, 1(1):47–87, 2014

Additional resources, re: politics of FDI governance:

• Zachary Elkins, Andrew T. Guzman, and Beth A. Simmons. Competing for capital: The diffusion of
bilateral investment treaties, 1960-2000. International Organization, 60(4):811–846, October 2006

• Leslie Johns and Rachel Wellhausen. Under one roof: Supply cchain and the protection of foreign
investment. American Political Science Review, 110(1):31–51, 2016

Week 16, April 18

COURSE REVIEW AND REFLECTIONS

Week 17, April 25

FINAL EXAM
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